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Abstract
The domain of sustainability reporting has seen a substantial proliferation in recent years. Many standards, guidelines, and voluntary regulatory mechanisms have emerged, yet a specific IFRS on sustainability doesn’t exist. This paper provides a critical analysis of desirability for the institutionalization of sustainability reporting in a form of IFRS standard. First, I discuss strengths and weaknesses of IFRS and their adoption. Next, I delineate the complex multi-dimensional nature of accounting harmonization and specifically highlight the existing barriers to the successful advancement of this process. I provide a justification why a complete convergence of national accounting standards is unlikely and even undesirable, given the diversity of cultures, enforcement mechanisms, tax and legal systems around the world. In the final section I review the concept of sustainability in its breadth and depth, and analyze how the usage of analogy to financial reporting may impose constraints on the scope of sustainability development goals. By contrast to financial reporting, sustainability reporting is addressed to a much wider group of stakeholders whose engagement is crucial for meaningful sustainable development goals. The paradigm of the IFRS does not render possible embracing this wider scope, therefore, their applicability for the purposes of sustainability reporting is limited.
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1. Introduction and Background

Over the past decades, the world has witnessed a widespread diffusion of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). Driven by further integration of capital markets, as well as by the overall trend of economic globalization, the process of international accounting harmonization gained active support of accounting bodies and business practitioners all over the world. Their concerted efforts have yielded positive results: today more than 120 countries permit or require IFRS for domestic listed companies (AICPA, 2017). However, the new form of global governance is required not only for financial reporting purposes. The domain of sustainability reporting has likewise seen a substantial proliferation in recent years. Many standards, guidelines, and voluntary regulatory mechanisms have emerged, yet a specific IFRS on sustainability doesn’t exist.

The IFRS are developed by a supra-national body, the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). IASB, a London-based independent organization, was established in 2001 as the successor of the International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC), whose rules issued between 1973 and 2001 are known as International Accounting Standards and are equally recognized by IASB.

A rapid pace of internationalization of accounting can be explained by the international economic integration between countries, accelerated cross-border capital investments and following growth of capital markets (Tweedie and Seidenstein, 2004). For the effective continued functioning of these markets, there is a need for a single set of high-quality international accounting standards (European Commission, 2009). Therefore, the purpose of IFRS is to support economic globalization, at the same time representing its natural outcome.

Indeed, the research studies provide evidence on benefits that IFRS adoption has brought to capital markets (Tarca, 2012): the reduced cost of capital (Li, 2010; Palea, 2007), increase in cross-border investments (DeFond et al., 2011; Yu, 2009), trading activity (Bruggemann et al., 2009), market liquidity (Daske et al., 2008) and volume of merger and acquisition (Francis et al., 2012). These results prove the claim that IFRS alleviate financial information asymmetries and therefore provide for a mitigated level of investment risks. The higher
quality of information, more transparency, comparability, and disclosures lead to enhanced accuracy in forecasts (Horton, Serafeim, & Serafeim, 2012; Phan, Mascitelli, & Barut, 2013), reduce surprises in decisions and stimulate investment activity. Furthermore, as the disclosures become standardized, small investors are likely to find themselves in a better position with regards to investment professionals: the comprehensiveness and understandability of IFRS allow them to make equally informed trading decisions (Ball, 2006).

The adoption of IFRS produces cost savings for multinational corporations (MNCs) in terms of financial statements preparation by facilitating the consolidation process and eliminating many adjustments previously required for transformation from national GAAPs. The cost-cutting benefit is also applicable to the users of financial statements, such as investment analysts, creditors, regulatory bodies, rating agencies, and representatives of the general public since the time and effort needed to process financial information is reduced (Ball, 2006). Moreover, better-satisfied information needs of these stakeholders lead to enhanced corporate governance (Ball, 2006). From a standpoint of accounting regulatory bodies, a single set of accounting standards brings economies of scale: standard setting and development activities are concentrated around one set of standards instead of simultaneous scattered efforts of national accounting institutions in different countries. Auditors are able to standardize audit procedures and employee training programs, which potentially leads to a better quality assurance level (Tweedie & Seidenstein, 2004).

However, this is only one side of the medal. Not all authors support the idea of adoption of international standards pointing out their disadvantages worth consideration.

Primarily, the conversion to IFRS is a substantial investment for a company. The transition costs, namely time, money and resources, come from switching from one system to another, employee recruitment and training, appropriate business processes reengineering. By the same token, this procedure represents a serious risk that some data might be lost or wrongly allocated when converting from the old system to the new one. Accordingly, the scale of conversion project in terms of risk and investment is big enough to dissuade a company from adopting IFRS.

Then, the adoption of IFRS raises a question of maintaining sovereignty over corporate regulation by national governments (Tarca, 2012; Whittington, 2008). In light of visibly dominating role of developed countries in the process of IFRS elaboration and dissemination, it is not surprising that some authors are quite radical and call it a “US hegemony over the world system” (Arnold, 2012) or “colonization of local cultures” (Lehman, 2005). Moreover, discontinuation of work on different national accounting systems means the absence of competition (Ball, 2006). The loss of better performance and improvements driven by competition, therefore, represent a potential opportunity cost of concentrating on a single accounting system.

Another widely discussed issue is the level of discretion provided by IFRS to companies. The IASB principles-based approach is being continually criticized for the lack of detail and substantial scope for subjective individual judgment, whereas, by contrast, the rules-based standards contain more explicit and specific guidance. Therefore, a significant level of discretion makes the quality of training, accounting skills and solid practical experience a prerequisite for the adequately applied judgment (Carmona & Trombetta, 2008). As of today, there is no assurance that the level of accounting education is identically appropriate in different countries, which may cause inequable interpretations of the same reporting issues.

The discretion is “a double-edged sword” (Leuz, 2010): on one hand, it provides flexibility and allows to embrace the complexities of different companies and better reflect their economic realities, however, on the other hand, the managers who actually prepare financial statements may use it opportunistically for the manipulative purposes of misrepresentation of actual facts.

This leads to the question of the significance of incentives driving reporting practices (Tarca, 2012), surrounding institutional infrastructure (Leuz, 2010), effective steering and enforcement mechanisms. The high quality of a single set of accounting standards is important, however not sufficient alone for the realization of the listed benefits. Research studies consistently show that the achievement of comparability and following capital market advantages are feasible when firms are committed to transparency (Daske et al., 2011) and the levels of legal enforcement in the country are strict (Florou & Pope, 2012; Beuselinck et al., 2009). Otherwise, the international standards may be unevenly implemented across countries, which would challenge their ability to reduce information asymmetry and level of investment risk (Ball, 2006).

Despite the existence of these and some other shortcomings of IFRS, the IASC, and later IASB has made a considerable progress in terms of accounting standards harmonization around the globe (Camfferman & Zeff, 2006). The increscent adoption of IFRS by countries facilitated the reduction of differences in accounting.
This study contributes to this literature by providing a critical analysis of desirability for the institutionalization of sustainability reporting in a form of IFRS standard. The following section discusses research methodology. Section three explores the complex multi-dimensional nature of accounting harmonization and specifically highlights the existing barriers to the successful advancement of this process. The final section discusses the concept of sustainability in its breadth and depth, and analyses how the usage of analogy to financial reporting may impose constraints on the scope of sustainability development goals.

2. Analytical Approach and Methodology


The validity of the research is achieved by through the triangulation of multiple sources of evidence. While the study draws upon the references from relevant theories in the domains of accounting harmonization, sustainability and the IAS, it is triangulated to the primary source materials, including press releases, speeches, published reports and working papers, as well as other documents obtained from the relevant online archives. The research is supplemented by practical illustrations and examples.

3. Literature Review: International Accounting Harmonization

The term “accounting harmonization” can be defined as the process of reduction of differences in national accounting systems. The term was mainly used in times of IASC, whereas with the establishment of IASB the standard setters introduced the concept of convergence and started to use these two notions interchangeably (Zeff, 2007). The objective of both is to narrow down or eliminate differences between national accounting standards in order to increase the level of comparability of financial information. Barlev & Haddad (2007) suggest that the definition of harmonization would vary as the level of expected comparability increases. Thus, a high level of comparability would mean “a complete harmonization”.

In contrast with standardization, which implies the existence and validity of a uniform accounting system across the globe, harmonization has a distinguishing difference. The process of harmonization assumes capturing the best solutions from different standards and serving as the “highest possible denominator” of financial reporting (Tweedie & Seidenstein, 2004). Presumably, this process raises the overall level of accounting standards across the world (Diaconu, 2007)

Regulatory bodies, accounting organizations, as well as representatives of international business, support the process of accounting harmonization headed by the locomotive of IASB. The reason for that is the anticipation of the long-awaited comparability of accounting information, representing the major benefit following from international harmonization. The qualitative characteristic of comparability is included into the framework of IASB and is particularly important from a standpoint of usefulness of financial statements (Wang, 2014). An increase in the level of comparability eliminates potential information externalities (Ball, 2006), makes "foreign" financial statements more reliable and compatible, which, in turn, facilitates cross-border transfers of information and capital stimulating global economic growth (Turner, 1983; Wang, 2014).

However, a number of studies have shown that international accounting harmonization doesn’t bring the significant improvement of financial statements comparability (Goelrz, 1991; Taylor, 1987; Carlson, 1997). For this reason, as well as for the others discussed below, a number of authors express their concerns about achievability and overall desirability of harmonization (Leuz, 2010).

Although the harmonization process is a far more inclusive approach than a mere standardization, nevertheless, the major barrier to its success lies in differences in national cultures, legal, tax and enforcement systems. Even an appropriate interpretation to a different language can be a challenge. Differences in monitoring and enforcement mechanisms, which remain a responsibility of national regulators, impede the comparability of financial statements. These institutional characteristics represent a system of inter-dependent elements and vary between countries due to historical and geographical reasons (Leuz, 2010). Consequently, changing only one element, i.e., accounting standards, will not be sufficient for the achievement of genuine harmonization as long as all other elements remain unchanged. Arnold (2012) has shown in her analysis of anti-crisis measures taken by G-7 to respond to the East Asian financial crisis in the late 1990s that due to the lack of supporting legal and professional infrastructure in East Asian countries (Korea, Malaysia, Thailand) the further reliance and
advancement of the IFRS did not bring financial stability not only to the region but rather to the global financial system.

For the reason of diverse legal origins, the national enforcement mechanisms, namely regulators, courts, auditors, set a certain direction for the preparers of financial statements. In common law countries (USA, UK, New Zealand) the interests of shareholders are a priority, whereas in civil law countries (Germany, Italy, France) the financial statements are mostly considered of primary interest for banks and tax authorities (Barlev & Haddad, 2007). The accounting harmonization is not flexible enough to take into account these national peculiarities since the IFRS are obviously geared towards the common law tradition. This raises a rightful question: is the one-size-fits-all accounting solution actually feasible and at what stake?

It could be argued though that the principles-based nature of the IFRS already suggests a built-in flexibility necessary for the application to diverse institutional environments. Some authors even call it a “solution to the problem of accounting harmonization” (Bentson et al., 2006; Carmona & Trombetta, 2008). However, at the same time, a high degree of discretion provided by generic standards is an impediment to comparability due to subjectivism and variable reporting incentives (Leuz, 2010).

Thus, accounting harmonization is a complex multi-dimensional process which requires an investment of resources and efforts, as well as a certain extent of political interest to enforce it further. Given the diversity of national accounting and legal systems, the complete harmonization is highly unlikely in the nearest future and even undesirable. However at least some degree of convergence seems inevitable due to the continuing processes of globalization. The so-called post-Westphalian world order, or post-national constellation, implies the emergence of a new form of global governance which is necessary in order to align the omnipresent heterogeneity of national legal regimes in the global playfield (Scherer & Palazzo, 2011). The issue naturally goes beyond the scope of accounting discipline and is equally relevant to the environmental and social concepts. The next section discusses the current situation in sustainability reporting highlighting its benefits and shortcomings, followed by a critical analysis of the desirability of the development of International Financial Reporting Standard on sustainability.

4. Discussion: Implications for Sustainability Reporting

The Brundtland Commission (1987) defines sustainability as “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs”. This is the most commonly used definition which, due to its breadth, recognizes the importance of integration of social, economic and environmental issues in the decision-making process (Ermas, 2015). The concept of sustainability emerged in the 1980s and initially was geared towards the environmental aspects; the other components were added at a later stage (Gimenez & Sierra, 2013). The multi-dimensional nature of sustainability definition implies a response to diverse expectations of a broad group of stakeholders, representing a great opportunity and a serious challenge at the same time.

Besides the fact that there are more than 100 definitions of sustainability (Holmberg & Sandbrook, 1992), there is also a certain confusion between the terms “corporate social responsibility”, “sustainable development” and “corporate sustainability”. Whereas the latter two are used interchangeably and are primarily concerned with balance and value (Schwarz & Caroll, 2008), the former emphasizes the accountability of companies for their activities (Gimenez & Sierra, 2013).

Sustainable development is closely connected to innovation. Companies contribute to the achievement of sustainable development goals through the generation of new concepts and ideas, implementing innovative approaches and processes. Therefore, from a strategic perspective acting sustainably may bring profit in a form of competitive advantage not easily replicable by other firms (Voegtlin & Scherer, 2015). Together with the increased competitiveness, innovative practices may lead to improved productivity, whereas the consumers are likely to appreciate company’s efforts by higher customer loyalty (Mefford, 2011).

However, this long-term thinking is often not shared due to managers’ myopia. Since the investment life-cycle for substantial innovations may be quite long, the benefits may only occur in years. At the same time the research and development costs, as well as the cost of organizational change would be incurred in the short-term. In this regard, the constant pressure to reduce costs and increase profits imposed by investors on companies generates a wide-spread opinion that sustainability is nothing more than a next unnecessary burdensome task.

Nevertheless, in the last decades, many sustainability reporting initiatives have emerged on the global arena. Labeled as the “international accountability standards” (IAS) these voluntary rules attempt to regulate the social and environmental performance of firms (Gilbert & Rasche, 2008; Rasche, 2009). Recent corporate scandals
The IAS emerged as a new form of global governance “above and beyond the state” (Scherer & Palazzo, 2011) and, at least partially, help to align the imbalanced rulemaking. In this regard, the purpose of the IAS, at the same time representing its major benefit, is to fill in the gaps in rule of law may be less apparent. This leads to a highly heterogeneous and imbalanced global legal environment. In this regard, the purpose of the IAS, at the same time representing its major benefit, is to fill in the gaps in global governance and, at least partially, help to align the imbalanced rulemaking.

The significance of IAS development per se should not be underestimated: it draws the attention of society and different stakeholders to environmental and social issues. Harmful practices of MNCs which do not conform to social norms and expectations are criticized, and therefore the underlying legitimacy of their existence is questionable (Scherer & Palazzo, 2011). These concerns MNCs can no longer ignore. More and more of them incorporate ethical, social and environmental concerns into mission statements and codes of conduct. Many companies voluntarily seek commitments to an increased level of transparency and engage in various kinds of sustainability certification and/or reporting. The preparation of reports involves risk assessments for sustainability activities, elaboration on sustainability strategy and relevant goals. Such company-wide projects enhance the overall understanding of the sustainability concept, in which ways it is applicable to the business and whether it is aligned with the overall strategy and goals of a company. Moreover, some IAS have already turned into industry standards. For example, in global apparel industry being certified in terms of labor sustainability certification and/or reporting. The preparation of reports involves risk assessments for sustainability activities, elaboration on sustainability strategy and relevant goals. Such company-wide projects enhance the overall understanding of the sustainability concept, in which ways it is applicable to the business and whether it is aligned with the overall strategy and goals of a company. Moreover, some IAS have already turned into industry standards. For example, in global apparel industry being certified in terms of labor conditions is a prerequisite for becoming a supplier (Locke, Amengual, & Mangla, 2009).

However, some authors argue that the genuine interest of corporations towards sustainability is mainly driven by the public perception of social and environmental issues. Voluntary reporting enhances reputation and company image. The society’s pressure can be avoided by following the “green” trend and publishing proper reports, however, in certain cases this may turn out to be nothing more than a greenwash (Mefford, 2011; Wilson, 2013; Banerjee, 2008). Scherer, Palazzo, & Seidl (2013) consider it a strategic manipulation strategy when a company attempts to create a positive public image which is not substantiated by the appropriate organizational changes. It is a risky strategy, though, as the history knows examples when the uncovered manipulations negatively affected the firm’s legitimacy (Pariotta, Gond, & Schultz, 2011).

The mere existence of such strategy leads to another considerable shortcoming of sustainability reporting, namely the absence of proper steering mechanisms. Without consistent monitoring and enforcement, the impact of IAS is questionable. The costs of organizational change necessary to incorporate sustainability concept into day-to-day business processes are high enough for companies to be tempted by low-hanging fruits of window-dressing. For instance, the case of ENI Corporation is an example of decoupling a company’s business operations from the adopted IAS. Recently ENI (2017) published a press-release stating that it is the first Italian company to receive certification in accordance with the requirements of the new ISO 37001: 2016 “Antibribery Management Systems”. However, two weeks later the CEO of ENI has been charged with international corruption by Italian prosecutors.
Such cases foster skepticism about the overall impact of the IAS and their accountability per se. As long as the IAS remain soft law, which, in contrast to hard law, is not legally binding, the compliance with them may appear voluntary and complimentary. This set-up will allow companies to further produce “piecemeal sustainability reports” that contain incomplete or inconsistent data exhibiting the most appealing sides of their business operations (Wilson, 2013). These and other limitations of sustainability reporting discussed in this section represent the main drivers for the introduction of the global standard on sustainability. National enforcement mechanisms limited to the boundaries of home jurisdictions do not suffice for the regulation of sustainable development issues due to their genuinely global scope. By the same token, the existing institutional infrastructure consisting of soft law guidelines cannot adequately address the risks adjacent to innovations. There is a need for an explicit global regulatory framework in order to facilitate responsible innovation (Voegtlin & Scherer, 2015). In this regard, the convergence between existing IAS should be encouraged (Gilbert, Rasche, & Waddock, 2011).

At the same time, harmonization for a global standard is a multifaceted process—its necessity and practicality is continually challenged by academics and business practitioners. In the section on accounting harmonization, it has been emphasized that one of the main obstacles to the successful advancement of this process is focused on the differences between countries in terms of culture, legal and tax systems, stakeholders’ priority. However, in terms of sustainability concept, this obstacle is even more compelling.

Due to the fact that sustainable development includes social and environmental dimensions, the involvement of local communities in local level reporting is crucial (Lehman, 2005; Gilbert, Rasche, & Waddock, 2011). Therefore, the reporting should be developed by taking into account local peculiarities, which is not feasible in case of a one-size-fits-all solution. By contrast to the IFRS, sustainability reporting should address the expectations of a far wider range of stakeholders, as well as provide channels for their engagement in sustainability goals formulation. As long as literally any person can be regarded as a stakeholder in this perspective, considerable differences in perceptions are expectable (Willis, 2003). Incorporating these differences is the major challenge of meaningful reporting practice promoting organizational change towards corporate sustainability.

The GRI was initially developed based on the analogy with financial reporting and their similarities were even emphasized. However, such approach was criticized as excessively constraining. It was argued that an analogy to financial reporting would lead to the assurance of minimum compliance, whereas the concept of sustainability implies striving for excellence (Norman & McDonald, 2004). In this respect, the boundaries created by such a rigid reporting standard might have negated all of its benefits. Consequently, over time the extent of similarity was significantly decreased shifting focus rather to dissimilarities of GRI with financial reporting. This fact corroborates the incompatibility of these two groups of reporting standards justified from a perspective of differences in their rationales: “a compelling business case for the practice” versus “highlighting a broader contribution to society and its long-term interests” (Etzion & Ferraro, 2010).

5. Conclusion

This paper discusses the benefits and drawbacks of the adoption of the IFRS as a single set of accounting standards suited for the needs of the global economy. After exploring the nature and purpose of the international accounting harmonization, I provide a justification why a complete convergence of national accounting standards is unlikely and even undesirable, given the diversity of cultures, enforcement mechanisms, tax and legal systems around the world. The paper then discusses the implications of globalization for reporting on social and environmental issues, providing the analysis of benefits and shortcomings of existing institutional infrastructure for sustainability reporting.

The key message of this paper is the limited applicability of the IFRS paradigm for the purposes of sustainability reporting. By contrast to financial reporting, it is addressed to a much wider group of stakeholders whose engagement is crucial for meaningful sustainable development goals.

This paper clearly demonstrates that further research on the desirability and feasibility of a global robust reporting standard on sustainability is needed to develop the understanding of the drivers in support of the case, as well as the boundaries such a standard may create. The IFRS do not render possible embracing important insights from local communities. This might turn sustainability reporting into “assure minimum compliance” practice not corresponding to the extensive purpose of sustainable development as such.
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